Thank you to the following who made the acquisition of Tom Uttech’s *Nin Gassinsbingwe* possible:

- Cynthia and Tom LaConte
- James and Andrea Schloemer
- Sue and Scott Meinerz
- Steve and Melanie Booth
- Wendy A. Burke
- William and Geralyn Cannon
- Pat and Rachel English
- Tory Folliard Gallery
- James and Karen Hyde
- David and Madeleine Lubar
- Phil and Janel Maples
- Saint Kate—The Arts Hotel
- Lawrence and Judy Moon
- Mark and Kris O'Meara
- Prudence Pick Hway
- Anonymous
- West Bend Mutual Insurance
- Mary Kay Strachota
- Kate and Don Wilson
- Laurie and Brian Winters
- Robert and Mary Therese Breger
- Heather and Brian Dunn
- Mike and Michelle Nast
- Teri Neer and Mike Huibregtse
- Jack and Cindy Rusher
- Rick Searer and Cathi E. Wiebrecht-Searer
- Jan Serr and John Shannon
- Patricia Strachota
- David and Patricia Aversa
- Andrea and Anthony Bryant
- Michael and Margaret DeMichele
- Reed Dohmen
- Zach Felknor and Theresa Meeshan-Felknor
- Bryan Gore
- Wendy and Dave Heather
- Lilian and Raman Kalyanaraman
- Peggy Kelsey and Michael Teich
- Dale and Linda Kent
- Barbara and Ray Krueger
- Joseph and Kathleen Menter
- Tony and Donna Meyer
- Dave and Lisa Moore
- Linda and Jock Mutschler
- Karen and Chuck O'Meara
- Joe Otto
- Riverwater Partners
- Elly Pick
- David and Edie Radtke
- Robert Ramsthal
- Judy and Jim Rauh
• Jeffrey and Jean Reigle
• Andrea and Rob Sellinger
• Kathleen and Charles Vogel
• Jim and Susee Wiechmann
• Loraine Budke
• Mary Beth and Frank Carr
• Kate and Brian DeLorenzo
• Tom and Chris Dunlop
• Ted and Maria Eidukas
• Denise and Glenn Goergen
• Jim and Barb Injeski
• Kim and Ken Johnson
• Tim and Susan Kay
• Chris and Nicole Miskel
• Jim Shields and Joy Peot-Shields
• Eric and Anne Stefl
• Luke and Amalia Todryk
• Judy and Gil White
• Stacy and Blair Williams
• Joe and Dawn Wilson
• Jim and Nora Barry
• Craig Blietz and Kim Steger
• Christy Brooks
• Kathleen Cavallo
• Pat and Jane Condon
• Mary Ellen DeHaven
• Bill and Betsy Genne
• Jean Golla and Lily Golla
• Sue and Tom Kapke
• Marilu Knode
• Kevin and Peggy Long
• Beth Lipman
• Carole Nicksin
• Lon Michels and Todd Olson
• Kendall Polster
• Rafael and Kate Salas
• Jeff and Kate Schmidt
• Mike and Mary Schopp
• John and Janice Schreiber
• Paul Smith and Caroline Krider
• Dan Dennehy
• Gena Gilmore
• Philip J. Hway
• Richard Koehler
• Kristen Mekemson
• Mark and Jill Mulhern
• Laurie O'Brien Wolf
• Graeme Reid
• Jay and Sandy Shambeau
• Devrey Smith
• Fred and Jennie Stonehouse
• Erica Wilms
• Kristin Wright